Signed Sealed Delivered Projects by Beth Kingston
Created with the Signed Sealed Delivered Kit from Maya Road Kits

* = not included in kit
Bottle Cap Magnet
heart bottle cap
patterned paper
silhouettes
*acrylic paint (I used FolkArt Aviary Blue and Baby Pink)
small kraft clock
lace
blue flower
*magnet strips (I used Xyron Magnet Tape)
*pearl embellishments

1. Paint two silhouettes (paint so they will be facing each other) and set aside to dry.
2. Snip blue flower from stem and set aside.

3. Use back of bottlecap to loosely trace heart outline and cut from patterned paper,
then continue to trim until it fits inside bottlecap.
4. Adhere heart to bottlecap, then layer small kraft clock and small piece of lace on
top.
5. Adhere silhouettes, then add flower and pearls as desired.
6. Add magnet strips (I used Xyron Magnet Tape) to the back of the bottlecap.

Chipboard Heart Ornament
*chipboard
*acrylic paint (I used FolkArt Color Shift in Blue Flash)
*die cutting machine (I used Cricut Explore Air)
patterned paper
*strong adhesive (I used Xyron Creative Station Lite)
tulle
blue ribbon

medium kraft clock
burlap flower
metal clip
silhouette
scalloped frame
*liquid adhesive (I used Glossy Accents)
*Crop-A-Dile

1. Cut ¾” x 1” oval from patterned paper and adhere to scalloped frame. Fill with
liquid adhesive and set aside to dry.
2. Paint silhouette and set aside to dry.
3. Cut four 5” hearts from chipboard and apply adhesive to one side of each.
4. With adhesive side facing up, layer two hearts, then apply tulle around second
heart.
5. Add third heart (adhesive facing up).
6. Adhere fourth heart to back of patterned paper and trim to fit, then apply to third
heart.
7. Punch holes in top of heart and add blue ribbon to create hanger.
8. Layer kraft clock, burlap flower, metal clip, scalloped frame and silhouette as
desired.

Sending Sweet Wishes Card
*black cardstock
*die cutting machine (I used Cricut Explore Air)
*acrylic paint (I used FolkArt Aviary Blue)
patterned paper
tags
large kraft clock
lace
twine
typewriter pin
silhouette
sending sweet wishes stamp
*black ink pad
*acrylic block
*white pen
1. Cut intricate lace image and adhere to top of card.
2. String twine through two tags and tie in a bow. Add adhesive to back of both tags
and adhere to card – off set to one side. Trim excess tag.
3. Doodle around edges of tags with white pen.
4. Stamp sweet wishes image on to patterned paper and trim – leaving small border.
5. Adhere kraft clock, small piece of lace, stamped image, typewriter pin and silhouette
as desired.

Floral Frame
*frame with glass removed
*acrylic paint (I used FolkArt Baby Pink)
patterned paper
pink flower
tulle flower
wood hearts
*pearl embellishments

1.
2.
3.
4.

Paint small heart and set aside to dry.
Put adhesive on larger heart and apply patterned paper, then trim to fit.
Trim patterned paper to fit frame and add to frame – do not replace the glass.
Adhere pink flower, tulle flower and both hearts as desired.

Mini Pallet
*4x4 mini pallet
*strong adhesive (I used Xyron 3” Sticker Maker)
*die cutting machine and hello die (I used Diamond Press)
patterned paper
*Stickles (I used yellow)
blue flowers
yellow pom pom trim
crystal heart
burlap flower
flower pin
small kraft clock
Cut paper in to 7/8” x 4 1/16” strips and adhere to mini pallet.
Cut hello die and set aside.
Trim flowers from stem and set aside.
Put adhesive on either side of kraft clock. Starting on the outer edge, wrap yellow
trim around clock in a circle until it is filled in. Trim excess and adhere crystal heart
to center.
5. Apply flowers, pin and hello to pallet as desired.
6. Outline visible portions of patterned paper with Stickles and let dry.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Layered Border Card
patterned paper
yellow pom pom trim
blue ribbon
small kraft clock
white lace
thinking of you stamp
*black ink pad
*acrylic block
*double sided tape
*foam tape
*die cutting machine and border dies (I used Diamond Press)

1. Cut assorted strips of patterned paper and run some through border dies.
2. Stamp thinking of you image on to patterned paper and trim – leaving small border.
3. Apply double sided tape about 1” from the bottom of the card and adhere pom pom
trim. Cut off excess.
4. Use foam tape and double sided tape to layer strips, blue ribbon and borders to card
front.
5. Adhere kraft clock, small piece of white lace and stamped image as desired.

You can find the Signed Sealed Delivered Kit for purchase here at Maya Road Kits!

